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BJ aka Ras Brother John
Rest In Power
26 May 1960 - 28 March 2018
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Editorial Dub
Front cover – Heritage HiFi, built and restored by Dr Huxtable of Axis Sound System

Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 24 for the month of Simeon. This month has been one of
meeting many people, renewing old friendships and sadly saying goodbye to
some no longer with us.
The Dub this month is packed like never before. We have in depth interviews
with Earl 16 and Zion Train’s Neil Perch, live reviews of Reading Dub Club and
African Head Charge, coverage of April’s Reggae Innovations Conference in
Birmingham, our regular features from Pete Clack and Cornerstonemusik as
well as previews for the Boomtown and One Love Festivals later this year. We
will have some of our team at both those festivals, so there should be reviews
of some of the artists in issues yet to come.
Salute as always to Marco Fregnan of Reggaediscography and Sista Mariana of
Rastaites for keeping The Dub flowing.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com
The Dub is available to download for free at

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk

and

rastaites.com

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each.
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Birthday blessings dub
Jacob Miller – May 4th 1952
Justin Hinds – May 7th 1942
Earl 16 Daley – May 9th 1958
Sly Dunbar – May 10th 1952
Prince Alla (Keith Blake) – May 10th 1950
Roman Stewart – May 11th 1957
Winston Riley – May 14th 1943
Tyrone Downie – May 20th 1956
Etana – May 22nd 1983
Jimmy Riley – May 22nd 1954
Dennis Bovell – May 22nd 1953
Prince Buster – May 24th 1938
Sugar Minott – May 25th 1956
Lloyd Parks – May 26th 1948
Gene Rondo – May 28th 1943
Nicky Thomas – May 30th 1949
Clive Hunt – May 31st 1952
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In my heart I feel the sunshine
As I’m standing on the floor
I feel a breeze a blowing
Coming through the door
I love to dance
When I feel the vibe
Let the music play on an on
Like a wave on a turning tide.

Ras John Byneo

This verse from my favourite poem in BJ’s collection – selected by Hayley
Greenaway, the daughter of the poet – sums up the positivity and
determination of the writer. Ras John Byneo aka BJ, came late to the writing
of poetry; just in the last few years, but he's left us a body of work, written and
recorded, that he can feel proud of - and we can read and re-read over the
years to come.
Yesterday, I sat with him and another friend - then joined by his daughter and
another friend - in the garden area of Sobell House, enjoying the mid-March
sunshine. We all get a boost when the sun is around, whether the little ones,
or those closer to the ancestors. I hope to see him again, but if not, I'll
treasure the time I spent in that quite place, while God blessed us with warmth
and light. Prostate cancer is conquering his body, but can't defeat his mind.
When we went back inside, the four of us sat round in his allocated room and
played a round of the 'Alphabet game; each person naming a country of the
alphabet as each letter came to them. I began with A - Angola and it went
round like that. BJ gave us Yugoslavia for Y. We skipped X!
I look forward to sharing and publishing his poems over the years; and to
smiling when I think of him. BJ, I stand and salute you. Let me leave the last
words to his daughter, Hayley...
John has been battling with cancer for almost 6 years. Having been
diagnosed with prostate cancer back in 2012, the cancer rapidly spread
to his bones: John has soldiered on through the pain. He has been a true
friend to many and an inspiration with his love of poetry, music; a
wonderful father and best of all, just being BJ.
Natty Mark Samuels
Written just before BJ died on 28 March 2018, first published in
“Feel The Sunshine: Collected Poems of Ras John Byneo”
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Sweet Sixteen
Earl Sixteen (born Earl Daley) is blessed with one of the most immediately
distinctive voices in roots reggae. A foundation artist originally from Kingston,
Jamaica, I was first aware of his melodious tones in the early 90s with the
Leftfield hit ‘Release the Pressure’. The pristine vocal as it drops into the
slowly building synth line is a spine-tingling moment and showcases the artist’s
unique flavour:
“I've got to stand and fight
In this creation
Vanity, I know
Can't guide I alone
I'm searching to find
A love that lasts all time
I've just got to find Peace and unity.”

(Earl with Neil Barnes as Leftfield performing ‘Release the Pressure’, at Brixton
Academy, marking 22 Years of Leftism, May 2017)
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Making a similar impact was his performance on Dreadzone’s biggest hit to
date, ‘Little Britain’; pointing to a utopian multiculturalism which we are,
perhaps, still to realise:
In this green and pleasant land
We have a dream to understand
In the mountains of the mind
There is a spirit you will find;
Just like the angel from above
Sent to deliver words of love
Ancient cross and Zion star
Eastern ways and praise to Jah

In the beginning there was light
Shining path and journeys bright
When the nations pray as one
Then will the races all be won
In this green and pleasant land
We have a dream to understand
Open paradise’s gate
Dance on the land and celebrate

This is our land
This is your land
This is our inheritance
To lead you on a merry dance

Say no matter what your colour
Your race or your culture
This is our inheritance
To lead you on a merry dance

(Dreadzone: artwork from 1995’s Second Light and a signed copy of latest album Dread Times from last year)

The uplifting lyrics in combination with the orchestral reel from Carl Orff’s Carmina
Burana is irresistible and is traditionally featured as part of dance dub band
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Dreadzone’s encore. However, Earl has worked - and indeed, presently works – with
a dizzying amount of the scene’s finest producers. From his earliest days in Jamrock
with Joe Gibbs, Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry and through to Linval Thompson, Prince/King
Jammy, King Tubby, Nick Manasseh, Mad Professor etc., he has voiced countless
riddims and been involved in a great number of fruitful collaborations. I have
bumped into him at various shows and festivals over the years and last spoke to him
on the record a while ago for our radio show, when he swung past at the Bullingdon
in Oxford for a remembrance gig for the late, great David Norland. Huddling round
the corner on a damp Cowley Road after the soundcheck, he takes up the story, in
much the same mellifluous voice with which he sings:
The Dub: How did it all start?
Earl 16: I used to have a group, with my school friends called ‘Flaming Phonics’ - I
started singing with them at about fifteen. Then Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry - I met Bob
Marley when he used to be around with Scratch at the Black Ark Studio - the
musicians, who were much older than me that used to hang around said ‘How old are
you?’ I said ‘sixteen’. They said I used to act like a big man. But I always wanted to
learn - as they were such great musicians. Those guys were into reading and writing
music. They thought I was a bit too young to be acting so old. My first producer said
‘what’s your name, son?’ I said ‘me name Earl Daley.’ He said ‘nah, man.’ I said- ‘the
others call me Sixteen.’ He said ‘that’s it - Earl Sixteen!’ Once it went on record I was
stuck with that! I’m 60 now [Earl was born 1958], but they still call me 16!
‘Malcom X’ was one of my first singles. I did that with Joe Gibbs when I was about 14.
We had a lot of initiatives, a lot of vibes in Jamaica. We often sang about things in the
world that we didn’t even know about. It [the track] was a big statement in the 70s
and the 80s. Dennis Brown covered it, and a few other people in America covered it…
I think at the moment John Legend is about to cover it, so…
The Dub: What about the kind of thing you’re getting involved in now? People tend to
associate you with nice, sweet vibes, but some of the UK Roots has a hard, militant
style - some of Zion Train’s stuff, some steppers… Indica Dubs. Can you say a bit about
what you think about the present styles?
Earl 16: The whole of the transition of reggae has evolved in Europe, Japan, South
America and Australia, and the thing is - I’ve been doing a lot of travelling, touring…
What I’ve realised is that a lot of the audience nowadays is very young. A lot of
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students: university grads. You have the
old fogeys like myself and yourself and
that. But most of the young people are
coming closer to reggae again. You have
people like Chronixx - one of them who’s
pulling in a lot of young people. The
music in the UK has moved from the
sweet lover’s rock - the Carole Thompsons
and stuff. You have the hard steppers,
the militant, because the kids kind of relate to it; that techno kind of sound. I’ve done
a track with Indica Dubs called ‘Let Jah’. Every time Channel One play that - literally
every dance, it’s just eruption in da dance! When the bass comes in - it’s really close
to a techno kind of sound, but it’s deep, it’s heavy, it’s kind of harder than the stuff
[Jah] Shaka would play or Aba Shanti…
It’s evolving again because people like to be close to the artists. You still have big
stage shows with Capleton, Damian Marley, Johnny Osborne and that, where people
go to see them, but they also like to go to the dances. We realised that we can still
generate the same vibes - a more intimate vibe. People can relax, and relate to the
basslines. People go to enjoy themselves and have a good time.
Songs that I’ve been doing with Vibronics, Zion Train, Mad Professor – that’s where
UK music has evolved. I realise that the UK was the foundation of reggae music back
in the 80s and early 90s, before Europe even knew about certain artists, and the
sound system vibes. It was the UK that
was doing it. You had your Saxon Sound,
you had your Coxsone, you had your
Shaka - Quaker from Birmingham - you
had every sound - heavy sound systems.
I think that what’s happened is that
people in Europe have picked up on that
and taken that up and thought ‘wow,
that was a great era!’

(Above- Earl on the Instrument of Jah Sound at One Love,
2014 and (right) with French producer Miniman)
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The Dub: You say that, but what strikes me is that two groups you were involved in,
Leftfield and Dreadzone - and of course, Zion Train, brought dance music into roots
music and was part of that renaissance. We’re now seeing the fruits of that…
Earl 16: Yeah! I did a track with [UK pioneering 90s dance giants] Leftfield in ’92.
‘Release the Pressure’ was from a song I did for Greensleeves back in the 80s called
‘Trials and Crosses’; an old King Tubby’s tune. The guys from Leftfield picked up this
vinyl, they loved it and searched and found me at Mad Professor’s. They said - ‘look,
we wanna voice this choon - can we take the samples?’ I said - ‘look, I’m here, I
wanna do it’. And that choon went ballistic, it went really massive! So even though
that was a King Tubby’s choon - it went jungle, drum and bass [NB: here he may be
referring to related remixes] and a techno-dubby kind of vibe, and that went straight
into the charts…”

(Earl 16 at Boomtown, 2016)
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The Dub: Then there was ‘Little Britain’ by Dreadzone. Did you write that?
Earl 16: We wrote that together. The music was taken from different genres. We
added the vocals and a lot of King Tubby’s bass with Leo Williams [ex Big Audio
Dynamite, as was founder member Greg Dread- drums]. The dominance of UK
underground music spread all over the world. Obviously you had your Beatles and
Mick Jagger, but with the techno we had raves that you had to keep out in the fields.
I used to go to raves at six o’ clock in the morning and leave at one during the day. It
was crazy! Now this vibe was transferred to Europe, to South [Latin] America they’re picking up on it. There’s lots of young producers - I was working with an outfit
called Who Dem Sound (Rastaman EP). They sent me the track that I voiced for them,
it was a nice little reggae riddim about a rastaman travelling to Babylon, but when
they sent me the remix, it was a heavy dubstep Major Lazer meets whoever. I was
like - ‘what have you done to my song?!’ They said- ‘it’s for the US and this is what
they are listening to, my brother… This is what they expect from the UK.’ The dub
step thing - that was the next big movement worldwide.
The Dub: Is there any related style that you wouldn’t get involved in? Dancehall,
maybe?
E16. That’s not really my style. I stick with the roots because everything evolves from
that. When you plant a tree you get the fruits from the roots. Whenever I’m doing a
sound system dance I always drop a Studio One riddim. As soon as I go on the mic my
first tune is Mojo Rock Steady [classic Sound Dimension riddim]. People go mad and
are like ‘we haven’t heard that for, like, twenty years!’ Like ‘Tonight’ I did with
Reggae Roast. They like it, but they don’t know it’s a riddim that came out in the 70s
with John Holt and the Paragons or whatever. Every time they drop it in the dance it’s
so warm and smooth. It’s a pleasure for me to be able to do that still. With the
younger generation - I don’t know if it’s because they think I’m sixteen, but they
adapt to a vibe that we’ve got. ‘Cause it’s nice. I’ve got a lot of young children at
home and I test my stuff on them. I live in London - I’ve been there since ’85; I travel
back and forth [to Jamaica] but I’ve got a family here. For me it’s not so great with
the radio DJs here - they don’t really support the UK artists - that’s one of the
downsides of the whole ting. Apart from David Rodigan and a few….Sometimes they
don’t really support each other and that’s one of the bad things I find. It’s not helping
the UK scene to go much further. BUT with the help of the internet radio, with
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YouTube and all that vibe - with technology, a lot of people are rallying around and
keeping it going. So big respect for what you’re doing as well.
The Dub: Thanks, man!
Words and Pictures: Leo B

(Earl 16 at Brixton Academy, May 2017)
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Leo B’s Earl Sixteen Top 16
1. ‘Release the Pressure’, from Leftfield, Leftism (Daley, Barnes) Columbia Records, 1992
2. ‘Little Britain’ (Daley, Roberts- single version, Virgin Records, 1995)
3. ‘Life, Love and Unity’ (Daley, Roberts- from Second Light, Virgin Records, 1995)
4. ‘Jah Messengers’ (Gussie P from Sip A Cup Showcase Vol.5 GPLP305, 2008)
5. ‘Different Planets’ from Sound (Dreadzone, Rufflife UK, 2001)
6. ‘Zion Youth’ (Gold Dust, Nick Manasseh, Roots Garden,2014) also (Dreadzone version
from Second Light)

7. ‘Let Jah’ (Indica Dubs/Forward Fever, 2015)
8. ‘Tonight’ (Reggae Roast/Paragons) 2008, Danny T/Tradesman
9. ‘Red’ (Roots Inspiration)
10.‘Give Me Good Sensi’ (Live as One, Zion Train, Neil Perch, 2007)
11.‘Rise Up’ ( Escapades, Dreadzone, Dubwiser Records, 2013)
12.‘Trials and Tribulations’, Roots Youth Records - Disciples version (E.Daley, R Bell-Brown,
Digistep, 2009)

13.‘Ali Baba’ ((orig. John Holt) Dreadzone, Biological Radio, 1997 Virgin)
14.‘Malcom X’, Derrick Harriot/Dub Store Records (orig. produced Joe Gibbs, 1975)
15.‘Music Alone’ (Nick Manasseh/Akete Recordings, 2015)
16.‘Reggae Music’ (Reggae Roast/Mungo’s Hi Fi, 2011)
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April’s Reggae Innovation & Sound System Culture Conference was a truly inspiring
day; so many positive and open conversations and questions. Held at the brand new
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire at Birmingham City University (BCU), it was a joint
venture between the BCU and the University of the West Indies. Drawing on a wide
range of speakers it provided a wide range of perspectives to an audience that
represented the worlds of academia, music and Birmingham’s black community. Part
2 of the conference is already being planned for Jamaica and hopefully there will be
more in the UK as well.
The “Let’s Play Vinyl” touring exhibition set up by Let’s Go Yorkshire was at the
nearby BCU Parkside building at the same time, so participants had the opportunity to
check out the display of Wassifa Showcase Sound System, the beautiful wooden
Heritage Hi-Fi built by Paul Axis as well as the exhibition of photos and brief
interviews with newer UK sound systems – Mousai, Badaboom, Jah Hamma,
Emperorfari, Maasai Warrior, Rasta Yard, Zion Inna Vision, Dub Conductor, Rebel
Spirit, Negus Dub Warrior, Ital Vibes, Young Warrior, Goverment, Sinai, Reggae Roast,
Unit 137, Universal Warrior, Caya and Rebel Rock. There was a very telling quote
from Rusty Rebel, who runs the Rebel Rock Sound System:
“Now I’ve got older and kind of slowed down, I appreciate and listen [to reggae
music], and really hear what’s going on.”
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Part 1 of the Conference – Morning Discussions
Tim Wall, Professor of Radio and Popular Music at BCU and Co-Chair, introduced the
conference by setting the scene of him growing up in Birmingham, a city that has
been home to many reggae bands, singers, shops and sound systems, and the role
that reggae played in convincing him that popular music should be taken seriously.

Dr Sonjah Stanley-Niaah from the University of the West Indies (another Co-Chair of
the conference) addressed the enormity of Jamaica’s contribution to the world’s
genres of popular music and its link to Jamaica’s national identity and development.
She assesses the number of different genres that Jamaica has contributed at 8
(kumina, mento, ska, rocksteady, reggae, dancehall, ragga and dub), although with
sub-genres, some say it is more like 15. Sonic innovation in Jamaica (most of which
has happened since independence in 1962) grew out of its intense cultural creativity.
Although reggae is clearly the most popular of all of these genres with its global
reach, it is dub that has perhaps influenced the most other genres of music, especially
with the proliferation of dance music styles that are infused with dub techniques and
approaches.
Dr Les Johnson of BCU (the third Co-Chair of the conference) had to condense his
presentation on Reggaefuturism due to a late start to the conference which may have
affected his ability to develop his themes more clearly. If Afrofuturism is about new
representations of blackness (often but not exclusively) linked to science fiction and
technology or philosophy, is reggaefuturism a valid way to think about some of the
ways that reggae music is heading in the digital age? A lot of the new music could
certainly be seen that way, especially the links to dubstep, trap, jungle and other
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forms of reggae-inspired electronic music. New fashion styles in Jamaican dancehalls
echo punk rock and a techno future more than anything else. Grace Jones, Sly &
Robbie and On-U Sound were doing this in the 1980s, so is this new? Or has the
world only just caught up with them? The recent “Grace Jones: Bloodlight & Bami”
film suggests she is still ahead of the pack.
Part 2 of the Conference – Afternoon Presentations
The rest of the morning was given over to a conversation with the singer Jah9, Dr
Johnson and Dr Stanley-Niaah, which will be covered in the next issue. The
conversation really took flight, to the extent that David Katz’ planned talk on Lee
Perry had to be put back to later in the day.
During the afternoon, there were 3 parallel groups of presentations, each with a
collection of fascinating themes, so much brain food! I attended a session hosted by
Dr Martin Glynn, which included some very different talks.
Martin Gansinger has researched the Bobo Ashanti in detail, including spending time
at the Bobo camp in Ghana, and he focussed on the ways that the ideology of the
Bobo sect has been absorbed into mainstream cultural reggae consciousness.
Founded in the 1950s by Charles Edwards, known as King Emmanuel I, Bobo Shanti
features a strict observation of Mosaic law, to the extent that the only acceptable
music in camp is nyahbinghi drumming in the tabernacle. The 1990s saw a rise in
reggae artists expressing solidarity with Bobo Shanti (such as Sizzla, Capleton, Lutan
Fyah, Teflon, Anthony B and Junior Reid), with some of them receiving the blessing of
King Emmanuel I before his death in 1994. Other Bobos shun the reggae artists as not
taking the sacraments of their faith seriously enough and for remaining too worldly.
The most obvious article of Bobo Shanti practice is the turban, which is worn to hide
their locks from unbelievers, while non-believers are not meant to cover their hair. It
reminds the wearer to stand firm against temptation. It is clear from a look at the
artists professing Bobo Shanti faith that some are more strict than others in their
adherence to this rule, as well as others such as the one forbidding jewellery.
One of the most contentious Bobo tenets is the belief in a Bobo Trinity – Prophet
(Garvey), Priest (Emmanuel) and King (H.I.M.). This has been viewed as heresy by
some other houses of Rastafari, but is increasingly being accepted through the regular
hailing up of ‘Holy Emmanuel I’ in songs. The burning down of much the Bobo Hills
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Camp in Jamaica in October 2017 had a huge impact on the community and the
fallout is still being felt.
Jack Ruskin gave us an overview of the resurrection of 1980s digital styles of reggae
based on the King Jammy’s/Unity/New York blueprints. The digital revolution of the
1980s had many positive and negative effects on the reggae world. While it led to
work for musicians almost drying up and artists like Bunny Wailer being booed off
stage at Sunsplash in favour of the new wave of DJs, it also led to an explosion of
vocal talent in Jamaica, England and the USA.
There has been a huge resurgence of interest in these styles in recent years and a lot
of new music made in its image, from the likes of Conscious Sounds, Jahtari, Mungo’s,
Reggae Roast and a whole heap of other less well known artists. It set up ‘an
achievable model of DIY reggae production’, divorced from the cultural associations
with rasta and focussed more on studio and vocal ingenuity.
Kieran Murray presented some of the fruits of his collaborations with Jamaican
singers and musicians on the poems of Robert Burns. Murray taught bass at the Edna
Manley College in Kingston, JA so has been well placed to put this project together.
An album of the songs developed from Burns’ original poetry is due later this year and
some songs are already available on iTunes and Youtube.
Artists including Ken Boothe, Cherine Anderson, Brina, Nickeishia Barnes, Addis Pablo,
Rootz Underground, Raging Fyah and Dubtonic Crew have all contributed. Robert
Burns himself was a ‘collector and mender of songs’, some of which he would update
in his own work. It seems likely that he would have approved of the work by the
Jamaican artists, especially given his love of dialect and his anti-slave industry
sentiments, perhaps best expressed in ‘The Slave’s Lament’. An example of the
updating undertaken by Murray and his collaborators includes the poem ‘Jacobites By
Name’, which tells the tale of the Jacobites that were exiled to Jamaica after their
rebellions in Scotland, which culminated in their defeat at the Battle of Culloden in
1745 (there are two towns named Culloden in Jamaica). Thus has been renamed
‘Warmongers By Name’, while ‘The Highland Widow’s Lament’ (another postCulloden song) when taken up by Brina and Nikeisha Burns links the suffering in the
lyrics to the Maroon Wars in Jamaica.
http://jamaicasingsburns.com/
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Part 3 of the Conference – Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry by David Katz
David Katz, among other things, is Lee Perry’s biographer. His book “People Funny
Boy” being the definitive work on Scratch’s years in Jamaica. Moving his talk to the
end of the day made much more sense, as it gave a perfect reason to draw everyone
back together after the afternoon’s small group sessions.
Scratch is the original reggaefuturist and was described by Linton Kwesi Johnson as
the ‘Salvador Dali of reggae’. He has constantly searched for new sounds and
approaches in his nearly 60 year career. As an example, the dub cut of his single ‘Cow
Thief Skank’ cuts between four different rhythms, including ‘People In This Town’ by
The Staple Singers, at a time when he was only using a four track mixer in the studio
and years before sampling became commonplace.
Probably the most revealing thing that he tells us is that Perry’s mother, with whom
he was very close, was a practitioner of Etu, a Yoruba practice which involves staying
in contact with the ancestors. Much of what can appear confusing about Perry may
have its root in a worldview that most people know nothing about. According to Etu,
the spirit world is ever present and needs feeding and respect, shown in tributes of
food and rum, among other things.
The concept of the Upsetter is to upset evil forces, a mission that requires ultravigilance and constant attention. Scratch’s original studio was named the Black Art,
which later became corrupted to the Black Ark. The Black Art (like his label) reflected
the magic he used to fight against wickedness as well as the magic he used to make
music.
Katz continued with a condensed version of the
fall of the Black Ark and an audience discussion
followed which picked up on how many of the
aspects of Perry’s persona are seen by the outside
world. Katz pointed out that what you see on
camera is much the same as what he is like off
camera. Perhaps a cloak of apparent madness is
the best defence in a world gone mad. Perhaps
when Perry decided to go out into the world after
spending years inside his studio in Jamaica, he
needed that cloak.
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio
shows:
Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival
Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays The
Cornerstonemusik Session on First FM / First 105.1
Every show offers support and airtime to breakthrough
artists / groups from UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more along with wicked classics
and rarities from the Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.
This month bringing you profile of 2 artists Ras Lett and Brian St Rose that we support
alongside recommended NEW RELEASES ......

RAS LETT (Lester Lett) was born 30

th

November 1964 in South Trinidad to

immigrants from Grenada. He attended the Gasparillo Government Primary School
and Marabella Junior and Senior Secondary Schools
and presently resides in Gasparillo. He describes
himself as a flexible and industrious person who
earns a living from different trades he has qualified
himself in, including carpentry, masonry, painting
and plumbing.

Growing up, Ras Lett always had a passion for
reggae music and decided to start playing the guitar
which later enabled him to compose his own songs.
Ras Lett music is a natural combination of
Foundation Roots and Sweet Lovers. As a reggae
artist he has the opportunity to meet many other
artists of a similar musical genre and aspires to have
the radio stations play more positive local reggae music as a means of inspiring young
artists and their fans.
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Some of his songs are - Oppression, Mt Zion, Test of Courage, In Ah Babylon, Loving
You, Never Gonna Run (Fearless Riddim) and The Money. We have also featured the
following tracks on our radio shows - No Reason To Fight and Life In De Ghetto off his
“Sincerity” album on Phatjam Records, plus singles Closer To You, Roof Over My
Head, and Wicked People Raging and a collaboration Make Love with DJ Daniel
Soungs. Keep a check out for Ras Lett, his songs are on Youtube and Facebook and
available through the usual Digital Stores as he seeks to spread his conscious message
far and wide.

BRIAN ST. ROSE - UK Reggae Artist, born 8th February 1967. Growing up
as young boy in the UK, Brian always liked
reggae music; especially lover’s rock. He says
his musical inspirations were Peter Hunningale,
Nereus Joseph, Sylvia Tella, Michael Gordon
and Lloyd Brown. Brian first discovered that he
could sing when he was in a sound system
called Santic Sound, back in the day. Brian used
to be a MC for the sound and would sing over
versions of records and people would comment
and say he was a very good singer.
In the nineties, Brian met up with Don Shirley
(Producer) of Reds Music and they made a
couple of tracks together, managed to get
them air played on the radio stations. However
he was not hugely successful to begin with.
At this time Brian decided to take a break from
music to re-evaluate his life and the way
forward.
In June 2017, Brian decided he wanted to make a 10 track album, written by himself
and produced by Don Shirley, which he is currently working on and hopes to be
released late this year. During 2017/18, we have had the great pleasure of running 4
tracks taken from the upcoming album release as singles on the BSR Records Label Fallen in Love, I Don’t Mind, Special Lady and One Sided Love Affair. The 4 tracks are
all brand new but in a classic UK Lovers style.
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Brian St Rose has the potential to be one of UK’s top reggae artists and is keen to
thank all the radio presenters etc that have supported him. I love Brian’s beautiful
voice and mellow vibes along with great production, check it out.

NEW RELEASE Yes, brand new
release from Peckings Records from rising
star Aleighcia Scott and the release of her
debut EP ‘Forever In Love’. With her roots
in Jamaica she captures the pure spirit of
Reggae’s homeland and through her
upbringing in Wales is able to harness the
power of a welsh choir to formidable
effect.
We are told that the Forever In Love EP
tells a personal tale of blooming love that
turns sour and comes crashing down to
earth leaving only a melancholy sadness behind. All this is combined with the finest
vintage selection of riddims and refix magic that is the trademark of one of the great
production crews - Peckings Records.
There are some great tracks on this EP and one of the standout tracks is ‘Oh Mama’,
which sees Aleighcia recounting wise words on the Barb Wire Riddim and a tough
version featuring Shanty B. There is also a cover of David Ruffin’s Walk Away From
Love which the Peckings Brothers feel more than matches their debut release of the
same song featuring Bitty McLean (I have to say that although I love the Bitty McLean
version, I really like this new cover). There’s also a version featuring Baby Boom that
Reggae heads are sure to love.
Aleighcia Scott joins the long list of fresh new talent discovered by Peckings Records
and their music is a constant feature on our radio shows. Forever In Love EP is the
sound of Aleighcia arriving on the scene and Peckings at the top of their game. This
EP has an opportunity to make a big impact. There is already talk of a new
collaboration for a full length LP with Rory ‘Stone Love’. We are blessed in the UK
right now with some fantastic ‘Rising Artists’ and suggest you keep an ear open for
Aleighcia Scott.

COLAH COLAH Brand new forthcoming album THE MISSION is a 13
track album produced by House Of Riddim (except Elevation which is produced by Ole
Scheder) and to be released on the Norwegian 7 Worlds Label. Every song is classified
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as ‘modern roots’, delivers an uplifting message and 3 of the tracks have already been
released as singles / videos – Every Day, Ghetto aka Pain and Sorrow, and Elevation.
It is said that the title track ‘Mission’ captures the whole message and spirit of the
album ‘This Mission, Ambition, One Love, No Competition’. Excellent chanting,
melodious hooklines on great riddims, backed by Adina Myrie (Buju Banton’s sister)
makes this album a real joy.
ARTISTS, PRODUCERS and AGENTS – a big
thanks and respect to all the artists, producers
and agents that provide us with brand new
and back catalogue music / jingles and drops
for our radio playlists. If you have music you
want to be considered for our shows please
forward an MP3 or send Download Access to
cornerstonemusik@aol.com

Join us for
‘Foundation Music’ – Green Futures Festival Radio on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk / www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
text to +44 (0)7813355448
DJ Baps – Cornerstonemusik
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READING DUB CLUB
Jah Lion Movement meets Bumpkin Sound, 14 April
Another excellent, inspirational and relaxed session at Reading Dub Club’s residency at
RISC/Global Café, across the street from the old Central Club in Reading. The night has a
very old school roots dance feel, with food, cultural clothing, jewellery and books (such as
the Patrick Lumumba Speaks book) available – nutrition for the mind, body and soul, as well
as Reality Shock records available from Reading’s own studio and label.
This was the first session out of their home town for Miriam and Ben Bumpkin Sound,
assisted by Addy Dub Conscious, but it certainly didn’t seem like it (great vocals from Sister
Miriam too). Their set consists of characterful boxes, custom built, which had a great sound.
Musically, we were treated to rootical revives and some quality new and recent releases.
Jah Lion Movement move the crowd as ever, deep and dark at times, uplifting at others.
Digging into the crates for the TNT Roots, Gussie P and Disciples dubs tonight, Skully, Akuji
and Roots Titus show us why they are one of the most consistent roots and dub sounds
around.

The Bumpkin Sound System stack and Skully Roots of Jah Lion Movement in session
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PRINCE ALLA
My first encounter with Prince Alla live and direct came in 1999 when he did a show
at the Selby Centre in Tottenham alongside Peter Broggs. The crowds turned out that
night and Alla was truly the star of the show with an audience largely composed of
Rasta elders who lapped up every sound of his voice and every move of his joyous yet
humble performance.
I’d recently met Peter Broggs who was the first Jamaican artist I recorded with and
was trying to link up with Alla too. It’s a long story, the details of which I won’t go
into here, but it took a lot of negotiating before I finally got to meet Alla in the flesh
when he came to the studio and we started working on some recording. The reggae
world was very different in those days - the internet was still in its infancy and it was
unusual for Jamaican artists to record outside of Jamaica in a world less connected
than it is today.
I’d been a big fan of Alla since the 1970s and it was truly an honour to meet and work
with him. I’ve met a lot of artists since then and I can say that Prince Alla is the nicest,
most genuine and humble of the lot.

News didn’t travel from the outside world to Jamaica back then in the same way or as
quickly as it does today and he was surprised to learn I was familiar with his classic
work from the past. These are some of his works which inspired me over the years.
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His first encounter with Joe Gibbs came in the late 1960s while part of his first group
The Leaders and this relationship continued with Naw Go A Them Burial which came
out on Joe Gibbs label.
The same tune was also recorded for Tappa Zukie under the title Funeral, released on
Stars label. Alla recorded a number of heavyweight tunes for Tappa including the epic
steppers Daniel plus the equally wicked Heaven Is My Roof.
Prince Alla’s output was never as prolific as some of the more popular artists but his
hallmark was quality, a description which definitely applies to the tune Their Reward
which came on Dalpin label.
Some of his most creative work appeared on Freedom Sounds label where the
musical accompaniment of Soul Syndicate and mixes from Scientist and King Tubbys
combined to make for some breathtaking tunes. From this batch of work the rootical
highlights include the biblically inspired Lot’s Wife, the wicked stepper Stone and the
awesome mystical Cities.
The Guns, a tough modern slice of mid 80’s roots came on Freedom Sounds but was
popularized on dubplate by Manasseh following their visit to Jamaica and was later
reissued under the title Guns You Gave The Youth.
No Love, produced by himself and voiced on a Freedom Sounds riddim first used for
Frankie Paul’s “Right Time” came on an American import Roots Foundation 7 inch in
2001.

Jah Give I Love, produced in 1981 by Prince Jammy was a heavyweight tune, originally
released on Xamayca 12 inch and mis credited to Winston Godling before being
reissued more recently on a Jammys 7 inch.
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When the roots market took a nosedive in Jamaica and x rated ragga was the order of
the day in the 80’s, Alla took a break from recording and earned a living by going to
sea as a fisherman, telling me producers offered him work doing slackness tunes but
he refused to do them. One tough exception during this quiet period was Cry
Freedom, an early 90s tune on Green Farm 7 inch.
Jah Morning Sun, a wicked stepper taken from the 1982 “King Of The Road” album
saw release on a Forward Roots 10 inch a number of years ago.
As the world opened up with the advent of the internet from 2000 onwards, Prince
Alla’s career took a new and fruitful turn in Europe, touring with Switzerland’s Asher
Selector and recording with a host of other producers including myself, Jah Shaka,
Russ Disciples, Keety Roots and many others. It’s good to see a real Rastaman with
love in his heart still continuing to bring us good music today.
Steve Mosco
AKA Jah Warrior
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Bassist/producer extraordinaire, born in Barbados 22 May 1953. What a list of credits!

Matumbi
Linton Kwesi Johnson
The Pop Group
Adrian Sherwood
Blackbeard
4th Street Orchestra
The Dub Band
Errol Dunkley
Janet Kay
15 – 16 – 17
Jah Sufferer Sound System
The Slits
The Thompson Twins
Fela Kuti
Bananarama
Madness
Bobby Kray
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DRUMMING IS A LANGUAGE:

AFRICAN HEAD CHARGE
O2 Academy Islington, 30 March 2018
There is nobody quite like African Head Charge, although there are many reference
points that help give a clue to the ancestry of their music – Mystic Revelation of
Rastafari, Cedric Im Brooks’ Divine Light Of Saba, Cymande, Reebop Kwaku Baah
(percussionist with Can and leader of The Unknown Cases), even Sun Ra – but none of
them have the same intensity, experimentalism or collision of traditional and modern
urban music.
Initially African Head Charge was formed to explore Adrian Sherwood and Bonjo
Iyabinghi Noah’s complex clash of electronic cut up sounds and synths, but has
always been underpinned by a rock solid dubwise bassline and meditative devotional
drumming. As time moved on and a band was formed to play live, African Head
Charge became a more fully formed creation, taking on a life of its own. Bonjo took
the band around the world and won over new audiences all over. The live experience
of African Head Charge is utterly universal, you do not need to have been listening to
the band or On-U for decades to get it; it is immediate and infectious. A large part of
the appeal is Bonjo’s own personality, his joyful engagement with the music, playing,
singing, chanting or simply speaking over the rhythms. All of that was present and
correct tonight at a sold out show at the London International Ska Festival.
After greeting some people at the door, by the time I got to the stage, support band
Smiley & The Underclass were into their last song, a fast punky number that sounded
pretty good. I must try and get to see them another time. After that, The Dokter
presented his On-U Sound Celebration, warming up the sound system and the venue
nicely with a big pile of unreleased material, including rough mixes of the new songs
from new albums just recorded with Adrian Sherwood by Horace Andy and Lee Perry,
with musical backing from George Oban (original Aswad bassie), Crucial Tony (Ruff
Cut), Perry Melius (drummer with African Head Charge) and Skip McDonald
(Tackhead/Little Axe). Trust me, there is some serious grown up music coming our
way later this year, matured and developed, much like the recent album by Little Axe.
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The Dokter finished off his set with a few Creation Rebel and Dub Syndicate tunes for
good measure, with the live visual show already underway.
Patrik Dokter, for those who do not know, has spent the last several years ‘baking’
mastertapes rescued from Adrian Sherwood’s studio that go way back to the dawn of
On-U Sound. One of the examples of this is last year’s “Return Of The Crocodile”
album by African Head Charge, a collection of outtakes and remixes from their first
four albums. On the ‘soon come’ list is another similar album drawn from the
sessions for the classic albums “Songs Of Praise” and “In Pursuit Of Shashamane
Land”.

Bonjo Iyabinghi Noah at Islington’s O2 Academy
African Head Charge played a fantastic one and a half hour set, mining a rich seam of
music from the last 35 years or more. The crowd has a high proportion of people in
their twenties, quite a few of whom have not seen the band before, and the band had
them entranced in no time at all. One young man, clearly trained in some kind of
classical singing and carried away with the Head Charge experience, began joining in
with the chants at the top of his voice, in tune and in time and loud enough for the
band to hear him onstage.
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The show now incorporates a live VJ display on a big screen behind the band. Derek’s
visuals capture the spirit of On-U Sound design perfectly, with images of record covers
and band members mixed in with his own fluid graphics and visual distortion. There
was no Sherwood at the mixing desk tonight but live dubbing was provided by a
young and enthusiastic Japanese engineer who did a fine job. The set built in
intensity and tempo throughout, reaching a frenzied and powerful climax with their
encore of Toots & The Maytals’ ‘Bam Bam’ echoing Toots’ gospel roots as well as
Bonjo’s own origins in the hills of Clarendon, Jamaica.
Dan-I
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Last issue I wrote about two artists who changed music, they were of course Bob
Marley and Jimi Hendrix. Since then there’s been the third album of unreleased
Hendrix tracks. Where do they keep finding them? Anyway, I’ve been going through
a book of Jimi’s recording sessions by one of his recording producers. The early years
1963 – 1965 proved rather interesting because he had just left the army and met up
with Billy Cox, who later joined him as part of the Band Of Gypsies. Cox though got
him his first paid band job with Lonnie Youngblood, and they recorded a few sides
together very much in the dance style of the period. Two singles were released but
didn’t do much at all. Having left Youngblood, Cox remained a friend and recorded
several other sides with him. Again they failed to draw any attention, but guess what,
as Hendrix’ fame grew these recordings have been rereleased hundreds of times
since. The master tapes were kept, and everything Hendrix did on them was
hopelessly misrepresented by the manufacturers.
He later joined the very popular King Curtis and The Squires, and he recorded a few
tracks with them, but when released Hendrix’ guitar work had been removed from
the mix. Again after his sad death, they were released again, and sure enough his
guitar had been put back. In fact the sleevenotes for these albums were blatantly
inaccurate. The whole thing was a blatant cash bonanza by certain record companies.
Out of interest I was given a box set of various artists but one CD was Jimi Hendrix at a
club date, the whole thing was clearly never intended for official release. There’s not
so much music as time waiting in fact. The Doors’ Jim Morrison is credited with vocals
and obscenities, that about sums it up. On some gigs we saw Jimi spend as much
time continually retuning his guitar as he did playing.
Things though got even worse with these so called releases, some came out with
overdubs designed to sound like Hendrix but were in fact someone else entirely.
These were actually recorded after his death to try and fill out additional releases. In
1971, we had the most notorious of all of them, in an album entitled ‘Two Great
Experiences Together’, alongside huge amounts of additional echo added to things,
plus a pretty awful stereo effect, the overdubs were performed by a pathetic Hendrix
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soundalike. That’s how bad it got, and once again some of those recordings with
Youngblood appeared here as well.
There’s also the person who took over the Hendrix tapes and began removing the
original backing band and putting others on, the family of Jimi found out and got rid
of him. Then his daughter Jane set up and still runs the Hendrix Experience, making
sure what we get is the real Hendrix every time, even if they are demos it’s at least
the man himself. It’s the story of what happens when an artist gains fame and passes
on too early, and it’s surely happened many times with others over the years.
Pete Clack
[Editor’s note – There has been quite a spate of this kind of thing in the reggae world
too by unscrupulous labels and it has generated much debate about who may be actually
playing on some recordings. Reggae also makes a feature of overdubbing old records, but
often with credit where it is due and no misselling – such as the excellent Diggory Kenrick
releases of recent years where Diggory has played flute and other instruments over some
classic riddims.]

Jimi Hendrix performing with the Isley Brothers
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ZION TRAIN
IS COMING YOUR WAY
This year is the thirtieth anniversary of Zion Train, the dub/dance pioneers who have
been stalwarts of the UK digital dub scene as well as the DIY free party scene. They
found the bridge between dub sound system culture and acid house and they play it
with a fiercely independent spirit that harks back to punk rock – they have even
covered songs by The Ruts and The Mob. But it is as pioneers and innovators of the
new emerging UK dub style in the 90s that they really pushed forward, playing
everywhere imaginable, constantly gigging and touring with lead Zion Train member
Perch eventually relocating to Köln in Germany back in the early 2000s, supporting
the developing European scene.
There are a number of new releases planned, which continue founder Neil Perch’s
custom of working with a mixture of new international artists and old friends. An
extensive ZT30 tour is planned for the summer and autumn, which will involve a
handful of long term collaborators including David Fullwood on trumpet (who also
plays for Vin Gordon’s band and leads Ital Horns/ Love Grocer) and Dubdadda on
vocals along with a number of other guest collaborators that they have met on their
extensive travels.
Some of my very first DJing gigs were at early Zion Train shows, so I was delighted
when Neil Perch agreed to answer some questions for The Dub.
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The Dub - Zion Train have carved themselves a unique space bridging the dub, trance
and festival scenes a long time ago. Congratulations on keeping that going so long!
30 years is a long time, what keeps you going?
Perch – First, thank you very much for the congratulations. There’s many things that
keep me going. First, I’m completely aware that every day of my life I dictate my own
life and work conditions and that’s a huge privilege, whoever you are, whatever you
do. I’ve managed to dictate them in a direction where I get to express my own
creativity and do something I love and engage for the large part with people I find
stimulating to be with. That’s enough to keep me going, you know? I have friends in
all walks of life and I see that I’ve got it pretty good and that’s a blessing. I’m a great
believer in visualizing. I’m a flow of energy, so my situation gives me a great charge of
positive energy and that’s what’s kept me going for 30 years and hopefully a little bit
longer.
The Dub - How did the original Zion Train/Universal Egg crew come together?
Perch – Well that’s two questions in one really. The original Zion Train crew is not the
one that had the first success. The original Zion Train crew came together in 1988 in
Oxford and then in 1990 we moved to London, or I moved to London as some of the
others were already there, and then I met some other guys who became the
Universal Egg crew and consequently the rest of the new Zion Train crew. So we got
together in ’88 through Oxford first and then the infamous George Robey [a music
pub opposite the Rainbow Theatre in Finsbury Park, home to punk, reggae and blues
gigs for decades and also home to the all night sessions Club Dog and then Night Of
The Living Dub].
The Dub - What was the deal with the fish names (Perch, Cod, Tench, Hake etc)?
Perch - We also had a Forkbeard, a Sturgeon, a Minnow and we got quite weird about
it at one point and insisted that all guest musicians working with us had to adopt a
fish name as well. Of course for your rights as a writer, those aliases are all listed
somewhere with the PRS, so it makes no difference really, so it’s an artistic statement
you might say. We kind of did it as a spoof on people taking themselves too seriously.
We used to just say if three people are actively involved in making the tune, no
matter the level of their involvement, it would be a 3-way split and to anonymize it
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we decided people should use false names and we decided that the fish names would
be quite funny false names to use. I like fish.
The Dub - There were several different artist names (Power Steppers, Tassilli Players,
Trancemasters etc.) that were clearly produced by you at the old Wibbly Wobbly
World Of Music studio which seemed to reflect different aspects of the Zion Train style
– were they each driven by different people?
Perch - No. We actually had a huge output between the people actively working in
the studio, which was mostly three of us at the time, and we just made tons of music
and we didn’t really want to overcook one name or the other. Then we got given a
major record deal as Zion Train [China Records] which meant we couldn’t really visibly
be the other groups as well because of the terms of our contract so we then gave the
groups away to different front names, who again had fish names. They fronted them
while we made all the music; it was just about sheer volume of output at the time.
The Dub - I know that you and Dave Fullwood (Ital Horns/Love Grocer/Crispy
Horns/Cosmic Dave/Vin Gordon’s Real Rock Band) have been the mainstay of the live
Zion Train experience for many years, how did you two first link up?
Perch - Well we linked up through two very good and beautifully influential mutual
friends, one of whom was Chris Tofu [who organises what used to be called the
Shangri-La area at Glastonbury Festival/Continental Drifts events manager] who
organised a very borderline event at Hackney’s Clissold Park, I think it was just called
the Clissold Park Festival. On that day I was invited to play tunes on Dominic
Middleton, Jah Dom’s sound system [Kai Sound] and Dave was playing his trumpet
there as well and Dave and Dominic were already good friends, so we all met that
day, which was nice.
The Dub - When I first became aware of Zion Train, you seemed to be playing almost
every night somewhere, parties, club nights, dub sessions, festivals, you name it. You
still seem to gig a lot, what is it that you love about gigging?
Perch - Good question. There are two aspects. One it’s my living, let’s be real about
it, that’s what the current financial aspect is; that is what allows me to live my life and
pay for my children. Live gigs are currently the best way of doing that. It wasn’t
always that way but that does frame the decisions. But secondly, and absolutely most
importantly, I believe that as musicians and artists, we are sort of custodians or
transmitters, we are in a really interesting and privileged position within the human
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community. That place involves us passing on a certain sort of universal human
energy that you can use a million different words for, but it’s fantastic. To be in the
middle of that, and to feel active in that and to get the responses of people when you
share that with them, with audiences and fellow musicians and the rest of it, is
incredible. And that is the best thing about playing live gigs. Of course, there’s the
peripheral stuff like travelling, which is really enlightening and beautiful, even when
it’s hard; and meeting other people and seeing different cultures and all the rest of it.
But the main part of it is that privileged position in the community that has always
been, even pre-religion, that is hugely energetically stimulating.

The Dub - You relocated to Köln about 15 years ago now, how did you find living in the
midst of the growing European dub scene? How different was it to living in the UK?
Perch – The European dub scene in Germany was actually much bigger in the 1990s;
it’s starting to grow back a little bit on the real grass roots level and that’s nice. In the
rest of Europe, it’s been very interesting to see the rise of the French sounds
(Blackboard Jungle, OBF) leading the way and the Italian reggae culture coming up
behind. It’s great, it’s really positive for people, the energy of the music and events. I
think it’s a very liberating experience to go to sound systems for many, many young
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people the world over and I don’t see why that should have cultural boundaries other
than those of youth and accessibility.
Some elements of it are a bit weird and a bit difficult to cope with though, to be
honest, because I’m not a great religious person myself. In fact, I’d consider myself as
an atheist or spiritualist in the direction of the Earth as our mother. I have every
respect for the cult of Rastafari, however it is derived in a very specific socioeconomic and cultural moment by very specific people. I can understand why it
persists in the generations of people who directly culturally follow those people
because it was a very powerful movement when it first came onto the scene, it’s got
into a lot of reggae music and that has been a great vehicle for it. But it isn’t suitable
or appropriate or intellectually acceptable on any level in my world for young
Europeans to be taking it on like it’s an absolute new 100%, must believe every word
of it, must take it all on doctrine. It’s irritating. I believe what we have musically in
dub, and in many other musical cultures is the power that it gives us; the opportunity
to express ourselves, is much, much bigger, much more important than those strange
religious ideas people develop, and it should really be celebrated as that. That’s the
difficulty.
How different is it to living in the UK? Well, enormously. I am incredibly fond of the
UK - I consider myself English, Caribbean English and I’m very proud of that, and I’m
also very proud of being from Merseyside, that’s my personal culture. However, the
UK has many serious restrictions on self-image, geo-political self-image, selfimportance, post-colonial arrogance, cultural expectation, blindness to the rest of the
world, and to be honest it’s just a relief to be out of all of that. I watch with dismay as
I grow away from all of that and the British (not all of them of course), but Britain
itself as a state carries on in the same idiotic direction. I feel quite strongly about it.
Nowhere’s perfect, but here in Germany, although some of the strictness of
legislation can be a bit tricky to swallow at times, actually it’s better organized, better
thought through, therefore a better community to live in mentally and healthily than
the UK by a long way. And I think that until the UK makes a serious re-assessment of
its real position, it won’t get much better in terms of how the state runs the country
and how people get to live, it’s a real shame.
The Dub - You have been an instigator in the worldwide spread of dub culture, do you
have any thoughts on the current state of the scene?
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Perch – It’s great that this liberty-giving very democratic positive energy network of
positive people as a music scene is spreading and it happens to be dub in the middle
of it. But people do take themselves very very seriously and maybe people should be
careful about that. That’s a tricky element of the growth of the scene. As the scene
grows of course you get lots of people at the grass roots level having a great time and
that’s where the energy is. But you also get a few people, the sort of people who
behave a bit bizarrely and then of course loads of people copy that.
The Dub – You have long been campaigners for cannabis and its benefits. Did you ever
think there would be as much shifting of the legal position on marijuana in so many
places as there has been? Any concerns about how this is progressing?
No concerns at all because it’s much better, merely on the level of information. Once
it becomes legal, information can become available and people can inform
themselves about it and then make educated decisions. That is an absolute positive
consequence of legalization and the relaxation of anti-drug laws globally, not just
anti-cannabis. The second reason it’s good is because it takes the business out of the
hands of the mafias. I’m a firm believer that governments who keep prohibition in
place only do it because they benefit from whoever is controlling it. It’s the only
logical reason. If you look at the history of drug legislation from the formation of the
DEA and Anslinger, who was a psychotic white conservative American man, and the
fact that now in 2018 most of the countries who still have prohibition have it because
of his individual decisions, then you realise how ridiculous it is to have any drug
prohibition. I don’t have any concerns about it at all because it’s just a betterment,
even in terms of the stronger forms of marijuana or some of the other stronger
substances because I advocate the legalization and decriminalization of all illegal
substances, with appropriate controls in terms of who, where and how they are
accessed. It’s all good, you get information, liberty of choice, and people who work in
the psychedelic field of neuro science rather than drug taking, they are able to
develop drugs that will help the mental [and general] health of humankind. It’s
interesting that most of the shifts that have happened have come about because of
the sheer weight of cash involved, maybe that’s a concern, but there was always loads
of cash involved in it, so at least on some level at least some of that cash will get to be
legitimized and will go out of the hands of people with guns and shady government
deals. I guess it’s no real surprise, because of the cash element, that it’s got so far in
so many places. It would be interesting to see how long it takes the other places in
the world to follow the lead of places like the States, Jamaica and Portugal.
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The Dub - Where next for Zion Train?
Perch – Well as you know, we are celebrating thirty years of existence in 2018, so
we’re doing a nice summer festival tour, including the One Love Festival. I’ve got a
couple of very young kids, so we’re not going too mad with that. We’re doing a few
special shows featuring special musicians, such as a special show at Rototom Festival.
Then we’ll start an autumn ZT30 Celebration tour, where we’re going to go around
the UK and a few European countries and then into 2019, taking a little bit further,
hopefully including New Zealand, Australia, Mexico and the USA.
We’ve got new releases this year on Universal Egg – at the vinyl pressing plant at the
moment is “The Last Remixes Of Zion Train” by Numa Crew, The Natural Dub Cluster
and Dubstuy (out of Brooklyn, New York), some really nice work there. And then
we’ve got a collaboration with Dub FX, the fantastic Australian
beatboxer/singer/artist coming out on 7” vinyl. Then we’ll have a new rhythm by the
end of the year on Universal Egg featuring Nish Wadada, Brother Culture and Lion
Warriyah from Italy. We do work with quite a lot of international artists. Then we’re
slowly, as always, working on new music that will probably become a new album
project. I’ve got a couple of other production projects, one with some very
interesting Latin American musicians that are very exciting to work with and yeah,
that’s the way forward for Zion Train for the next eighteen months or so. Forward
ever, backward never as they say.
Dan-I
As well as many festival dates, Zion Train play Koko’s in Camden with fellow
dub/dance pioneers Dread Zone on 27 September as part of an ongoing ZT30 tour this
year.
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BOOMTowN DUBBING
Boomtown Festival is back for its tenth year at its usual venue, the Mattersley Estate
in Winchester from the 9th to the 12th of August. Boomtown is unusual amongst the
festivals in that each area/stage represents a certain theme (futuristic/alien/pirates/
far-eastern, etc), and there is an on-going background narrative story (usually
involving some kind of evil capitalist corporation which seeks to take over
Boomtown). Attracting now an average of 60,000 punters, it beginning to become a
serious rival to Glastonbury- which is taking a fallow year in 2018 (plus it takes much
longer to sell out and is only an hour from Oxford). The festival operates the Lion’s
Den, one of Europe’s biggest dedicated reggae stages. Positioned in a natural
amphitheatre, it is set up like a huge stone temple. However, it is not strictly roots:
last years’ crossover act was Cypress Hill, in 2018 it will be Gorrilaz. In this regard the
festival will be host to not one, but two bassists who were part of the punk/roots
crossover. The Clash’s Paul Simenon (who now plays with Gorillaz) will be there, as
will Jah Wobble, who was in Public Image Ltd and brought dub basslines to a wider
audience. In regards to Paul’s old group - Phoenix City Allstars are performing their
Clash In Dub album, remixing the original tapes live at Diss-Order Alley. Previously
we have seen Damian Marley, Protoje (below, from last year), U-Roy, Lee Scratch
Perry, Morgan Heritage and many more legendary artists at this unique festival.
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GENERAL FESTIVAL ADVICE: In terms of what to bring- as well as tents, sleeping bag and enough
clothes (it can get chilly at night) The Dub also suggests earplugs; both to give your ears a rest in
the dance/show, and also they can help if you are a light sleeper, as tent walls tend to be quite
thin. There are water taps to drink from and cash machines, as well as camping shops for essential
items. Also, if you want to stay intact by the end drink water/eat regularly and pace yourself. 

(Above – left - the Master at work, right Soom T. Below, the Lions Den in full flow at night)
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There is also a triple stack sound system area- the Tangled Roots (run by
Qualitex/Unit 137/Lionpulse Soundsystems). With sand on the ground, and the
trees absorbing and reflecting the sound, this is a unique, sound system experience both outdoors, in nature, and inside in the sense of being under the canopy of a
forest, it is a natural home for us at The Dub.
The Hidden Woods stage is a more traditional set up and more for live bands. This
year features Garnet Silk Jnr and the Upper Cut Band, as well as Dubheart, Shumba
Youth and General Roots (see poster below for more details). There is Sector 6,
which tends to be drum and bass/jungle/dubstep - this year LTJ Bukem, Slipmatt ,
amongst other early pioneers, as well as Dstrkt 5 (Ragga Twins, Aphrodite, Mickey
Finn, etc. will be live and direct.

(Above and below – Qualitex/Unit 137/Lionpulse Sound running tings in the
Tangled Roots I-rea)

Over the last five years we’ve caught Jah Shaka, Channel One, Aba Shanti-I, Iration
Steppas, Mungo’s and the usual suspects of the UK Sound circuit, plus other crews
from overseas. This year’s line up includes original international reggae superstar
Jimmy Cliff, the Skatalites, Dub Pistols, The Selecter, Johnny Osborne, Macka B,
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Susan Cadogan, O.B.F, Dubkasm, Hollie Cook, plus junglists Goldie, Shy FX, Cutty
Ranks, Serial Killaz and many more artists from the reggae, dub and roots and culture
scene. More details at www.boomtownfair.co.uk .
Words and Pictures: Leo B

(Above,- Ziggy Marley last year and right MCs Cheshire Cat and Lionart at a jungle
showcase at the Lion’s Den in 2016)

(U-Roy, last year and Damian Marley, 2016)
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SLY DUNBAR
Born in Kingston, Jamaica in May 1952, Sly Dunbar is the absolute King of Riddim.

Sly & Robbie
Taxi Gang
Aggrovators
Revolutionaries
Black Uhuru
Mighty Diamonds
The Upsetters
Skin, Flesh & Bones
Grace Jones
Herbie Hancock
Bob Dylan
Fatis Burrell
Ini Kamoze
Half Pint
Bob Marley
Dennis Brown
The Tamlins
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BIG SOUNDS IN A SMALL TOWN:
OXFORD’S SOUND SYSTEM HISTORY PART 2

Interview with GARY CONSTANT aka CONSTANT JAMMIN
Last month, The Dub published the first part of Gary Constant’s reflections on
Oxford’s sound system history, which focussed on the early 1970s and the early
development of Caribbean sound systems as Oxford’s population grew, fuelled partly
by the expansion of the car factory. During the 1970s, the children of the previous
generation were coming of age and demanding their own space to do things in their
own style. Like many other places, as more sounds grew up, local rivalries became
more important as we will see.
In the last part of this feature, we had got to 1976, when Black Harmony (formerly Sir
Nation from London) had set up a residency at The Catacombs around St. Ebbe’s.
Black Harmony used to invite big sounds from out of town to play like Quaker City,
Mafiatone, Count Shelly and King Original.
Gary Constant – Now by 1976, we wanted to start a sound in Blackbird Leys. We were
inspired by Sir Lord and Lord David, you know? And the Cowley man wanted to build
a sound system too. Now we were the local people because Black Harmony originally
was not an Oxford sound, they came here and stayed and made their money and their
name here, but they were from London. But they were the first real big sound here,
with about seven big boxes with two 18” speakers in each.
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The Dub – They would have to, to be able to play Mafiatone and Quaker City.
GC – These boxes were about 5 feet high, proper boxes. So, us Blackbird Leys guys got
together and I was looking in a magazine at school and it had the capital of Ethiopia in
it, Addis Ababa, so we named our sound Jah Addis. At the time it was all to do with
the DJ business, Big Youth and all that, and Bob Marley and the Rasta business. We
started off with a ten inch speaker and two little amplifiers, one we got from school
and one from the community centre, and we built two twelve inch speakers to go with
it. We went up to Hollow Way to go and play at St. Francis’ Church Hall. There was my
mate Peter May from school, me and there was two other guys from the year above
us at school, one has the same name as me, who was my cousin, and one called Clive
Dash.
It was a little after that Tyrone Glasgow, who was a neighbour, joined our sound
[Tyrone is the vinyl specialist from Addis Ababa Sound]. We used to go to David
Rodigan [who used to run a market stall in Oxford at the time] and buy music, and
Tyrone would buy a whole heap of music and I would ask him why he was buying so
much and he said “I just like them”. So I asked him if he wanted to come and play
them on the sound. One of the great things about Tyrone was any time we went to
London, he knew everywhere in London. We didn’t know how he knew everywhere in
London but he used to say that his dad took him everywhere with football. So we
could go to different record shops and that and he would show us the way.
Now the guys in Cowley started to build their sound too, and these guys were all the
same age group as us. I heard they were playing up at Lake Street and we both
emerged at pretty much the same time, about March 1976. At first they didn’t know
whether to call themselves Jel Youth or Racka, but they settled on Racka. We were
rival sounds in a big way.
Now we would play a sound called Prince, which was like a discotheque sound system
(his name was Laurence Edmead) and there was also a disco sound called Vampire,
which was run by Henry Downer. But the main two sound systems were Jah Addis and
Racka.
The Dub – What kind of music were you both playing at the time?
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GC – It was Rockers time; we were playing Joe Gibbs, Channel One, Lee Perry and
Augustus Pablo stuff, things like that. Steppers and Rockers. And then a few months
later another sound came up called Macka, and that was run by Derek Lewis and
Stanley John. They were a good sound, Macka. And then there was another sound
called Revelation, I don’t know if it was Jah Revelation, but we called them Revelation,
and that was the Kwames, but they just didn’t play much. Racka and Addis were
battling it out, even having dub competitions, cutting dubplates, but they weren’t into
what we were into. I think I might have only seen Revelation play once.
Then these guys in Rose Hill wanted to build a sound system and they called their
sound Black Youth - Steve Charles who’s got long locks, Colin Marsh and Ricardo
Marsh. Well us Blackbird Leys guys used to get on well with the Rose Hill guys, we
would play football with them and that on a Sunday. Well, the sound kind of
developed into a sound called Dubsetter and then I think the two main guys split up
and Colin Marsh built a sound called Megatron, but it only lasted about four dances.
So then he did a funky sound called Zone 3. Then eventually their sound ended up
being called Sir Notch. They had two boys from Blackbird Leys, Davon and Buster,
who were going to build a sound called Trinity, but they just joined with Dubsetter and
called it Sir Notch.
Meanwhile Racka went through a few name changes. They went from Racka to
Warrior, to Jah Love Youternational, to Assassinator and then Yardforce. I think the
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two of those that held it the most were Racka and Yardforce out of all the names they
had. Now let me tell you about Yardforce. That was run by Mr Big Stuff’s son Mags,
and Sonny Downbeat’s son Slimma [Mr Big Stuff and Sonny Downbeat were two of the
three earliest Oxford sound systems]. And they had Frankie Adams, Frankie was
always there, but Mags and Slimma were the main guys in the sound, they were a
little bit older than the others. Breadback was there too, that’s Steve Williams and
Stoopy, Martin James.
Jah Addis, when Timmy Johns joined he asked “What does it mean?” So we said “It
means Addis Ababa”, so we started to call the sound Addis Ababa, which is still the
same name now. When we split, because Timmy and some of the guys went to form
Street Level with half of our sound and boxes at the end of 1984, then I called our
sound Beverley’s, after the old record label. Then after Beverley’s it became Black
Infinity.

In 1976 and ‘77, the music was really good and we had some really good competitions
with Racka. Around ‘78/’79, after the political violence got worse in Jamaica, the
records started drying up from Jamaica. Around the same time as the next election in
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Jamaica, in 1980, came a new band called the Roots Radics, Operation Eradication. So
then lots more music started coming out again, but it came with a change, it was like
Ranking Toyan, totally different. Before it was roots music, and now it all changed.
The favourite two tunes by the Radics were ‘Gun Man’ by Michael Prophet, Toyan also
did a cut, and they had a Mikey Dread tune, ‘Jumping Master’. They were famous for
that one drop kind of rhythm and the Radics dominated for at least three years.
So with this new music, to be honest, from 1980 to 1984 in Oxford, I think Addis held
the flag. I’ve got a book somewhere with all the dances we played and it also has a
little marking out of 5, like if it was a rubbish night it was only 2 out of 5 and a good
night would be like a 4 or 5 out of 5.
Then one day Black Harmony had a bad accident on the way back from a dance with
Count Shelly in Northampton and people died. There was a van and a car and they
were kind of racing each other back home and something came this way and they
both went down in a ditch and the whole van mash up, the sound mash up. When
they came back, they all cut off their locks; that would have been the late ‘70s. They
never really recovered from that, they played a few more times but their sound never
really sounded good again and they had lost the heart for it I suppose.
Mags and Slimma left Racka or Yardforce and went to live in London, so Addis just
held on and ran dances and blues, colleges and weddings. At that time, the youth
took over the Yardforce sound – Frankie, Breadback and Stoopy – and called it Jah
Love, and they got some other youths in like Captain Leafy. And we got a new mic
man called Paul Green (Nite Train) but that was around the time that Street Level split
with half our sound, so Yardforce/Jah Love kind of took it after that and ruled the mid
‘80s. There was just me, Tyrone and his brother John really, and we called Rodney
over from Black Harmony as a controller. We had an American guy would sometimes
come help us and Lloyd (Sir Sambo Sound) started appearing in Oxford around ‘85/’86,
moving down from Birmingham.
So by the mid ‘80s, the sounds were changing, the dances were changing and so were
the people. In the next part of this interview, we will learn more about the ‘80s scene
and some of the new sounds that started coming up.
Dan-I
Photos courtesy of Tyrone Glasgow
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OXFORD’S 1970s
REGGAE SOUND SYSTEMS
1960s-70s - Sonny Downbeat, Jesse James and Mr Big Stuff.
1973-75 – Deadly Sting and Sounds For I.
1975-82 – Black Harmony (previously Sir Nation from London).
1976-now – Jah Addis/ Addis Ababa (aka Beverley’s, Black
Infinity and Muzikon).
1976-88 - Racka (aka Warrior, Jah Love, Assassinator,
Yardforce and Muzikon).
1976-77 – Prince Sound
1976-79 – Macka
1977-88 – Black Youth (aka Dubsetter and Sir Notch)
Late 70s – Revelation

Ethiopia

May 5, 1941 (Italy)

Eritrea

May 24, 1993 (Ethiopia)

Guyana

May 26, 1966 (UK)

South Africa

May 31, 1910 (UK)
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This year’s One Love Reggae and Ska Festival is based near Glastonbury in Somerset,
a place steeped in mythology and English history. The lineup includes some true stars
of reggae music, including the Mighty Diamonds, Twinkle Brothers, Johnny Osbourne,
Johnny Clarke, Little Roy, Bushman and a rare appearance from Keith Poppin. There
are numerous sound systems and DJs as well as other live bands on several stages
(see the artist announcement page), including the Festival’s legendary Battle of the
Dubplates, this year featuring Qualitex, Gaffa Blue’s Nasty Rockers, Little Sample and
more. More artists will be added in the leadup to the festival, which is held on the
first weekend of September.
The site will include a Rasta Village, which will include workshops on the works and
times of H.I.M. Haile Selassie 1st, the early rise of the Rastafari and Ethiopian
movements, drumming workshops, ital. food, craft workshops, chanting and dance
workshops and meditation space. The Rasta Village is hosted by Iqulah Rastafari,
president of the Ethiopian World Federation Charter 17 in his home of St. Ann,
Jamaica, in association with the Rastafari Andahnet Centre (St Ann, Jamaica) and the
EWF.
In keeping with the Glastonbury spirit, there will be a healing field, children’s and
circus activities, a Strummerville field (the charitable musical foundation set up
following the death of Joe Strummer of The Clash) in addition to a wealth of reggae
music.
There will be profiles on some of the artists playing in next month’s issue of The Dub.
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NEW ARTIST ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR ONE LOVE
Exclusive news to The Dub magazine
Ariwa Records presents Queens of Dub featuring
Susan Cadogan
Cutty Ranks
Matumbi
Micah Shemaiah
Danny Red
Ginjah
Bush Chemists
Iqulah Rastafari
Riga Reggae
Sumetrix
Goa SunSplash’s Diggy + 10,000 Lions

2 WEEKEND TICKETS TO BE WON!
One winning answer to this question, send answers directly by
email to The Dub before the next issue is published at
danidubdub@btinternet.com
Question – When was The Dub magazine started?

Ticket link for ordering:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets38041351707?aff=dubmag
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DUB DIARY
Melody Remix – all day event: Ali Zion and a cast of DJs, including Dan-I – Shoot,
Aylesbury - Sun. 6th May, 2pm-midnight, free – 1st Sunday every month
Reggae On Tap with Hugo Makepeace, Garvin Dan & Nico D – Tap Social Movement,
North Hinksey Lane, Oxford OX2 0LX – Sun. 6th May, 6-10pm, free
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon
Road, Swindon SN1 5AR - Fri. 11th May, free by invitation or flyer (including showing
the advert in The Dub)
Reading Dub Club: Field Frequency & Reverence (both on their own systems) –
upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Sat. 12th May,
9pm-2am
High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS –
Fri. 18th May, 9pm-1am – 3rd Friday every month
Birmingham Dub Club: Field Frequency, Operation & Hytal Bosrah (all on their own
systems) – New Quantum Exhibition Centre, 77 Upper Trinity Street, Birmingham B9
4EG – Sat. 19th May, 10pm-4am, £10
African Liberation Dance: Jah Youth & Caya (both on their own systems) – West
Indian Cultural Centre, Hornsey, London N8 0DJ – Sat. 26th May, 10pm-5am, £10
Melody Creator HiFi – Queen’s Head, Aylesbury – Sun. 27th May, 5-10pm
Cowley Road Carnival – Oxford – Sun. 1st July http://www.cowleyroadcarnival.co.uk/
Somerset Reggae Festival – Castle Cary, Somerset BA7 7JJ – Sat. 14th July, £15
Wilkswood Reggae Festival – near Swanage, Dorset - 20-22nd July
https://www.dubwood.co.uk/
Boomtown Festival – Mattersley Estate, Winchester – 9-12th Aug.
https://www.boomtownfair.co.uk
One Love Festival – Glastonbury, Somerset – 31 Aug.-2nd Sept.
https://onelovefestival.co.uk/
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows).

IZIBONGO magazine, like The Dub, is available to download for free online at
rastaites.com and reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk
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